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Abstract
The growing demand for railway capacity has led to high capacity consumption at times
and a delay-sensitive network with insufficient robustness. The fundamental challenge is
therefore to decide how to increase the robustness. To do so there is a need for accurate
measures that return whether the timetable is robust or not and indicate where
improvements should be made. Previously presented measures are useful when comparing
different timetable candidates with respect to robustness, but less useful to decide where
and how robustness should be inserted. In this paper, we focus on points where trains
enter a line, or where trains are being overtaken, since we have observed that these points
are critical for the robustness. The concept of critical points can be used in the practical
timetabling process to identify weaknesses in a timetable and to provide suggestions for
improvements. In order to quantitatively assess how crucial a critical point may be, we
have defined the measure RCP (Robustness in Critical Points). A high RCP value is
preferred, and it reflects a situation at which train dispatchers will have higher prospects
of handling a conflict effectively. The number of critical points, the location pattern and
the RCP values constitute an absolute value for the robustness of a certain train slot, as
well as of a complete timetable. The concept of critical points and RCP can be seen as a
contribution to the already defined robustness measures which combined can be used as
guidelines for timetable constructors.
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Introduction

A tendency seen for quite some time is a growing demand for railway capacity. During
2011, in total 188 million railway journeys were produced in Sweden, which corresponds
to 11.4 billion passenger-kilometres. Solely for the last five years, this means an increase
of the passenger transport by more than 10%. (Trafikanalys [17]) This trend has led to a
high, at times even very high, capacity consumption and a delay-sensitive network.
Frequent delays result in high costs for the operators and the Swedish Transport
Administration as well as high socio-economic costs for the overall society.
One common approach to deal with the high capacity utilisation and occurring
disturbances is to create more robust timetables. By this we mean timetables in which
trains can recover from small delays and keep the delays from spreading over the network.
In a robust timetable trains should be able to keep their originally planned train slot
despite small delays and without causing unrecoverable delays to other trains.
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In order to maintain certain robustness, margin time (also referred to as buffer time, slack
time or time supplements) is inserted into the timetable. However, margins also increase
travel time and the consumption of line capacity (see e.g. UIC [21]). Fundamental
challenges are therefore to decide how much margin to insert and where, since its location
often dictates its effectiveness. Andersson et al. [1], who have studied several train
services with comparable travel times, conclude that the services have different on-time
performance as an effect of variations in how the inserted margins can be used
operationally.
The challenge of creating robust timetables is twofold: 1) to measure the robustness of
a given timetable and 2) to modify the timetable to increase the robustness in line with
other given planning objectives. Before the timetable is actually used in practice or in a
simulated environment, it is difficult to predict how the traffic will react to disturbances
and how possible delays may spread. Consequently, already at this early planning stage,
accurate robustness measures are desired. There is also a need for indicators that point out
where the weaknesses in the timetable are and where margins should be inserted to
achieve a higher robustness. In this paper we focus on robustness measures which are
applicable at an early stage of the timetable construction and which can be used to
determine the quality of a timetable design.
Previously proposed robustness measures can e.g. point out trains with a small amount
of runtime margins or sections that are heavily utilised. They can however not indicate
exactly where along a train’s service runtime margins should be inserted or which train
slots that should be modified at a certain section to increase the robustness. To overcome
this deficiency, we introduce a new concept referred to as critical point; points where
trains enter a line behind an already operating train or where trains overtake each other.
We also define a measure of the robustness in critical points, RCP. The critical points are
intended to be used in the practical timetabling process to identify weaknesses in a
timetable and RCP can provide suggestions for robustness improvements.
In the following section we present a summary of related work, describing how
robustness in railway traffic timetables is measured in various ways. Then we present the
concept of critical points and the proposed measure of the robustness in critical points.
This measure, along with a selection of previously known measures, is then applied to a
real world example. The measures are calculated, analysed and compared and we discuss
what information that each measure provides and how critical points can be useful when
creating more robust timetables. In the final section, we present our conclusions and
provide some ideas for future research.
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Measures of Timetable Robustness

2.1 Definitions of robustness
During the last decade several approaches have been proposed to investigate, measure,
compare, improve, and optimise timetable robustness. Robustness refers to, e.g., “the
ability to resist to ‘imprecision’” (Salido et al. [13]), the tolerance for “a certain degree of
uncertainty” (Policella, [11]) or the capability to “cope with unexpected troubles without
significant modifications” (Yoko and Norio [19]).
According to Dewilde et al. [5] a robust timetable minimises the real passenger travel
time in case of small disturbances. The ability to limit the secondary (i.e. knock-on)
delays and ensure short recovery times is necessary, but not enough to define a robust
timetable.
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Also Schöbbel and Kratz [14]
[
have defiined robustnesss with respecct to the passenngers and as
an robustneess indicator they use the maximum in
nitial delay possible
p
to occcur without
causing anyy missed transsfers for the paassengers.
Takeuchhi et al. [16
6] have also defined a robustness ind
dex with resspect to the
passengers.. They mean that a robuust timetable should be based on the passengers’
inconveniennce, which in
n turn dependds on e.g. con
ngestion rate, number of trransfers and
waiting tim
me.
Goverdee [7] on the otther hand has defined a tim
metable as stab
ble (and also ro
robust) when
delays from
m one time perriod do not sprread to the next period.
Salido et al. [13] have presentedd two robusttness definitio
ons. The firstt robustness
definition is the percentaage of disruptiions lower thaan a certain tim
me unit that thhe timetable
is able to toolerate withou
ut any modificcations in traff
ffic operations. The second definition is
whether thee timetable caan return to thhe initial stag
ge within som
me maximum time after a
delay boundded in time.
As indiccated by the definitions
d
abbove, robustneess analyses are
a focused onn recovering
capabilitiess and how inseerted margins can be operattionally utiliseed.
In this paper
p
we will use the term robustness ass the timetables ability to hhandle small
delays wherre a robust tim
metable is a tim
metable that can
c recover fro
om small delaays and keep
the delays from
f
spreadin
ng over the neetwork. In a ro
obust timetablle trains shoulld be able to
keep their originally planned
p
train slot despitee small delay
ys and withoout causing
unrecoverabble delays to other
o
trains.
Measurees of railway timetable robbustness can be
b divided in two groups: T
Those related
to the timeetable charactteristics, and those that are
a based on the traffic pperformance.
Measures reelying on the traffic perform
mance can not be calculated
d unless the tiimetable has
been execuuted, or at least simulatted, whereass measures related
r
to thhe timetable
characteristtics can be computed and ccompared alreeady at an earlly planning sttage. Figure
1 depicts thhe principle difference betw
ween the two ty
ypes of measu
ures.
To measure the traffiic performancce is by far thee most used approach, bothh in research
and industrry. Measuress are based on, for exam
mple, punctuaality, numberr of missed
connectionss, and number of trains beeing on time to
t a station (p
possibly also w
weighted by
the numberr of passengers affected). A
An example of
o a robustness study for tthe Swedish
Southern mainline
m
is given by Petersoon [12] who haas studied the on-time perfo
formance enroute.
p
we focus on robustnesss measures which
w
are appllicable at an eaarly stage of
In this paper
the timetable construction and which ccan be used to
o determine th
he quality of ann alternative
timetable design.
d
Conseq
quently, we w
will not furtheer consider ro
obustness meaasures based
on the traffi
fic performancce or measuress concerning passenger
p
disu
utility.

Figure 1: Tw
wo types of robbustness meassures used wh
hen analysing
timetable ro
obustness; T
Timetable characteristics and Traffic
performancee
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2.2 Measures Related to Timetable Characteristics
A commonly used expression for robustness is the amount of margins inserted in the
timetable. Margins can be added to the runtime and stopping time to prevent trains from
arriving late despite small delays. Headway margins are used between any two
consecutive trains in the timetable which serve to reduce the knock-on delay effects. A
disadvantage of margins is, however, increased travel times and increased consumption of
line capacity. Therefore the robustness is often measured by the price of robustness,
which is the ratio between the cost of a robust timetable and of an optimal timetable
without robustness, see for example Cicerone et al. [4], and Schöbel and Kratz [14].
Not only the amount of runtime margin, but also its allocation is important. Kroon et
al. [8] and Fischetti et al. [6] have used the Weighted Average Distance (WAD) of the
runtime margins from the point where the train departs to capture the allocation of the
margins along the line (i.e. its journey). Dividing the line into sections and letting
denote the amount of margins associated with section , WAD can be calculated as
WAD

∑

∙

.

WAD is a relative number between 0 and 1, where WAD 0.5 means that the same
amount of margins are placed in the first half of the considered line as in the second half,
whereas WAD 0.5 means that more margins are placed in the first half.
Both Kroon et al. [8] and Fischetti et al. [6] have concluded that it is preferable with
runtime margins concentrated early on the line (i.e. a small WAD value) to be able to
recover quickly from any disturbance. However, if the disturbances occur later on the line,
the runtime margins located prior to the occurrence of the disturbance may be of no use.
Clearly, robustness is also gained by increasing the headway margins. Yuan and
Hansen [20] have studied how to allocate headway margins at railway bottlenecks. They
concluded that, the mean knock-on delay time for a train decreases exponentially with the
size of the headway margin to the preceding train.
The distribution of headway margins is considered by Carey [3], who has developed
heuristic measures both for individual trains and for complete timetables. Three headwaybased measures are proposed: The percentile of the headway distribution for every train
type, the percentage of trains which has a headway smaller/larger than some target value,
and the standard deviation and mean absolute deviation of the headways. A method to
increase the robustness, suggested by Carey [3], is to maximise the minimum headway.
Robustness is also gained by increasing traffic homogeneity, i.e. by making speed
profile and stopping pattern more similar for a sequence of trains, Salido et al. [13].
Vromans et al. [18] have studied how to make a timetable less heterogeneous and list
several options: Slowing down long-distance trains, speeding up short distance trains,
inserting overtakings, letting short distance trains make even shorter journeys or
equalising the number of stops. The authors have measured heterogeneity by considering
between each train and any consecutive train using the same
the smallest headway
track section. In an attempt to quantify the robustness at the track section, the authors
summarised the reciprocals of these smallest headways. The measure SSHR (sum of
shortest headway reciprocals) hence also captures the spread of the trains over time and is
calculated as
∑
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A disadvantage of this measure, also mentioned by the authors, is that it does not capture
where the smallest headway is located. It is more crucial that the trains arrive on time than
depart on time and therefore the arrival headway is of more interest. Alternatively, one
can restrict the consideration to headways on arrival only. The restricted measure is called
SAHR (sum of the arrival headway reciprocals).
Salido et al. [13] has claimed that the flow of passengers also affects the robustness,
since a large passengers exchange at a station increases the probability for disruptions.
In the robustness calculation made by Goverde [7] the critical path of activities during
a time cycle in a periodic timetable was considered.
There are also models intended for calculating the capacity utilisation for a line, UIC
[21]. As a result from these models we get information of where in the network there is
congestion, and where the traffic is sensitive to disturbances. Mattson [10] analysed the
relationship between train delays and capacity utilisation. It is however not only the
amount of trains on the tracks that affects the robustness, it is also of great importance in
what intervals the trains run on the tracks. As Vromans et al. [18] has concluded, the
headway between the trains needs to be equalised to achieve a more robust timetable.
Salido et al. [13] have introduced two methods to measure robustness, the first
measure is the sum of a number of timetable characteristics and traffic parameters and the
second measure is the number of disruptions that can be absorbed with the available
margins. These two measures are valid for single-track lines with crossings, overtakings
and heterogeneous traffic and a significant amount of stations. They can not define
whether a timetable is robust or not, their purpose is to compare two timetables and return
which of them is more robust than the other. Shafia and Jamili [15] have advanced the
second robustness measure by Salido et al. to instead consider the number of nonabsorbed delays when a train is affected by a certain disruption.
Table 1: A selection of research publications, where timetable characteristics and
robustness measures are proposed
Publication
Carey [3]

Timetable characteristic
Headway

Fischetti et al. [6]

Allocation of margins
Margins
(runway and headway)
Headway
Delay-sensitive crossing
movements

Goverde [7]

Kroon et al. [9]
Kroon et al. [8]
Salido et al. [13]

Vromans et al. [18]

Allocation of margins
Runtime margins
Number of trains
Number of commercial stops
Flow of passengers
Tightest track (single-lines)

Heterogenity/Headway
Headway margin in
Yuan and Hansen [20] bottlenecks

Measure
Percentage of headway larger than X
The Xth percentile of distribution of headways
The standard deviation of headways
The mean absolute deviation of headways
WAD
Stability margin (periodic timetables)
Recovery times (periodic timetables)
Amount of technically possible delay-sensitive
crossing movements (headways smaller than 5
minutes)
WAD
A weighted sum of timetable and traffic
parameters (single-track)
No. of disruptions that can absorbed with the
avaliable margins (single-track)

SSHR/SAHR
Amount of headway margin in bottlenecks
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Numerical
example
none

real world
fictive/
real world
fictive/
real world
fictive/
real world
real world

fictive/
real world
fictive

We summaarise the robusstness measurres based on timetable
t
charracteristics inn Table 1. In
the table we
w also list wh
hether the worrk described in
i each publiccation includees numerical
examples with
w the use off a fictive andd/or a real worrld timetable or
o no numericcal examples
at all. The common
c
apprroach for the llisted robustn
ness measures is to identify weaknesses
in the timetable, delay-ssensitive line sections or trrain slots. Most of them innvolve either
headway orr runtime marg
gins and wherre the marginss are placed in
n the timetablee.
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Criticcal Points

Through em
mpirical obserrvations of thee Swedish timetable and traffic during 20011, we have
identified some
s
points in
n the timetablle that are esp
pecially sensittive to delays.. Trains that
are delayedd in these locations frequenntly become even
e
more deelayed and thee delays are
also spreading to other trrains. We willl further on refer to these deelay sensitive locations as
critical poinnts.
The crittical points caan be more oor less critical depending on the amountt of margins
available inn the point. Therefore wee define Robu
ustness in Crritical Points,, RCP, as a
measure off the robustnesss in each of thhese points.
3.1 Empirrical observattions
When studyying timetables, we have found that po
oints in the tiimetable wherre a train is
planned to be overtaken by, or to entter the networrk after an alrready operatinng train, are
typically veery sensitive to disturbancces. If the alreeady operatin
ng train is jusst a little bit
delayed, it will disturb the entering ttrain. The situation deterio
orates if the ddelay of the
operating trrain is so larg
ge, that the eentering train is not withheeld by the disspatcher but
instead getss priority and
d will run justt in front of the
t operating,, delayed trainn. In such a
situation thhe delayed opeerating train ccan not use itts own margin
n time for reccovering and
could be evven further dellayed. Since tthe two trains share the sam
me infrastructuural resource
during a lonnger time, a co
onflict here haas a much larg
ger influence than
t
a crossinng.

Figure 2: A snapshot from the tim
metable for th
he Swedish
Southern mainline
m
(a tyypical weekdaay in 2011) showing
s
an
example off a critical poiint between a fast train (traiin 500) and
a commuteer train (train 8718) in Tran
nås. The time is given on
the x-axis and the stationns on the line represent the y-axis.
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In Figure 2 we can see an example of a critical point. The fig
gure depicts a cut of the
Southern mainline
m
durin
ng the morninng peak period
d. In Tranås (TNS), a com
mmuter train
(train 8718)) is scheduled
d to start at 8.005, just after a fast long-disttance train (tra
rain 500) has
passed at 8..02. As a rule of thumb, thee train dispatcher holds the commuter traain up to two
minutes in favour of dellayed long-disstance trains. If train 500 is more than ffive minutes
late it has to run after the slower traain 8718 and its delay willl increase unttil there is a
possibility for
f overtaking
g or the comm
muter train has reached its final destination
on.
It is eassy to identify the negative effects of crittical points on
n the traffic pperformance.
Figure 3 deepicts the en-route punctuallity for train 500
5 before and
d after the crittical point in
TNS descriibed above. We
W can identiffy three group
ps of performaance cluster reeflecting the
train dispatchers’ strategiies. Trains in group 1 have a small delay in TNS and ttherefor they
are allowedd to overtakee the commutter train soon
n after TNS. This group oof trains can
however noot recover mu
uch from theirr delays sincee they do nott have that mu
much runtime
margin alloocated in this area.
a
Trains in
i group 2 haave a larger ddelay in TNS
S than the traiins in group 1. They are
allowed to overtake
o
the commuter
c
trainn further alon
ng the line, butt will end up aafter another
commuter train, 8720, in Linköpingg (LP). Thiss will give rise
r
to a groowing delay
subsequent to that criticaal point.
Trains in
i group 3 hav
ve a large dellay in TNS an
nd will have to
t run after thhe commuter
train duringg its entire jo
ourney to Norrrköping (NR
R). The delayss for this grooup of trains
grow with more
m
than 5 minutes.
m
As we can
c see by thee different traains delay patttern in Figuree 3, it is not aalways clear
which trainns that will end up in whichh group. Somee trains with a small delay in TNS can
end up in group 2 and so
ome trains withh a larger delaay can end up in group 1. Itt depends on
how the traain dispatcher prioritises in eeach individual case.

P
staatistics reflectting the effectt of the critical point in Trranås (TNS)
Figure 3: Punctuality
for train 5000. (Trains wiith a delay sm
maller than 5 minutes
m
are not shown, as they are not
affected byy the conflict)) The x-axis gives the spaace defined by
y stations andd the y-axis
gives the deelay in minutees.
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Today the train
t
dispatcheers in Swedenn have a guideeline saying th
hat a train on time should
be prioritissed before a delayed trainn in a conflict. (In the example
e
abovve the train
dispatcher deviates from
m the guidelinne and withho
old the train on
o time a few
w minutes in
favour of thhe delayed traain.) The priorritisation of trrains on time is
i a good gene
neral rule but
there are many
m
situation
ns, like the eexample above, where it could be betteer overall to
prioritise thhe delayed trrain. In this pparticular case, train 500 continues all the way to
Stockholm,, and have sev
veral subsequuent train slotss to catch, wh
hereas the locaal commuter
trains end inn NR.
3.2 Definiing a Criticall Point
A critical point is defin
ned both in time and spaace, and therre are alwayss two trains
involved. These
T
trains are
a planned too run in the same
s
direction
n and on the same track.
There are tw
wo situations which we connsider to be crritical: The tim
me and locatioon when 1) a
train is plannned to enter a line after ann already opeerating train, or
o 2) a train iss planned to
overtake annother train. The
T situations are similar when
w
it comes to dependenccies between
the trains inn a delayed siituation and w
we will furtherr on refer to the
t two trains involved as
either the enntering or the operating traain. In an overrtaking, the ov
vertaken train corresponds
to the enterring train.
If there are two train
ns planned to enter the nettwork after an
n already opeerating train,
only the rellationship between the firstt entering traiin and the opeerating train iss considered
as a criticaal point. We also excludee origin statio
ons from the critical pointts, since we
assume thatt trains departt from their orrigin station on
n time.
Figure 4 shows an ex
xample of a crritical point at
a station B, where
w
train 2 iss planned to
enter the linne after the allready operatin
ing train 1. In the figure, traain 1 is delaye
yed at station
A and ends up in a con
nflict with traain 2 in the critical point. Depending oon the train
dispatcher’s decision we
w get two aalternative scenarios; eitheer train 1 orr train 2 is
prioritised. We can see that the decisioon greatly inffluences the delays for trainn 1, whereas
train 2 will arrive on timee to the end sttation E in botth scenarios.

T
different scenarios wheen the delayed
d train 1 runs either beforee or after the
Figure 4: Two
initially puunctual train 2. The conttinuous lines are the plaanned timetabble and the
dashed/dottted lines repreesent the outcoome with delaays. In the sceenario to the rright, train 2
runs accordding to its scheedule, i.e. the dashed and so
olid grey liness coincide.
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The procedure of identifying critical points in a timetable starts with the search for all
trains that enter the network somewhere on the line and for all trains that are being
overtaken. The locations where one of these two events occurs will be the location of the
critical points. The entering or overtaken train represents train 2 in Figure 4. To find train
1, we search for the closest already operating train before train 2 in the critical point that
runs in the same direction and at the same track. This search results in a geographical
location of the critical point and the corresponding two trains involved.
3.3 Robustness in Critical Points
Since delays in critical points often result in increasing and spreading of the delays it is
important to have a high robustness in the points. A high robustness will provide the train
dispatcher with good possibilities to solve a disturbed situation. As a measure of the
robustness in critical points we introduce Robustness in Critical Points (RCP). RCP is the
sum of the following three parameters which are also illustrated in Figure 5:
i)

The available runtime margin for the operating train before the critical point.
By available margin we generally refer to the accumulated amount of margin
time from the previous point in the timetable where the train had a fixed
departure time. The value might, however, be bounded by other traffic, see
Section 3.4. With a large amount of runtime margins for the operating train
before the critical point the possibility to arrive on time to the critical point
increases.
ii) The available runtime margin for the entering train after the critical point. By
available margin we generally refer to the accumulated amount of margin
time to the next point in the timetable where the train has a fixed arrival time.
The value might, however, be bounded by other traffic, see Section 3.4. With
a large amount of runtime margins for the entering train after the critical
point, the possibility to delay this train in favour of the other increases.
iii) The headway margin between the trains in the critical point. The headway
margin is calculated as the total headway time minus the minimum headway
time. With a large headway margin the possibility for the operating train to
run ahead of the entering train increases, even when delayed.
RCP is a measure of the maximum flexibility in a critical point and it consists of the total
amount of margins available. With a larger RCP value, the dispatcher will have higher
prospects to handle conflicts in an effective way.
When calculating RCP we delimit ourselves to only consider allowing rescheduling of
the two trains involved in the critical point. It is for example possible to operationally
reschedule several trains in a conflict situation, which would result in a higher RCP value.
However, this will soon lead to a chain of reactions, hard to grasp both for the timetable
constructors and train dispatchers, and therefore we restrict RCP to only consider the two
trains involved in the conflict.
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untime margin
n for train 1 beetween
Figuure 5: RCP consists of threee parts; the ru
station A and B, the
t runtime m
margin for traiin 2 between station
s
B and C and
the headway
h
marg
gin between trrain 1 and 2 att station B.

o Calculate th
he Available Runtime Margin in RCP
3.4 Example of How to
As describeed above, RC
CP consist off three parts; the
t headway margin betwe
ween the two
trains at the critical poin
nt, the availabble runtime margin
m
for the operating traain from the
previous pllanned stop to
t the criticaal point and the
t available runtime marrgin for the
entering traain from the critical
c
point tto the next plaanned stop. Iff there are no other trains
close to thee involved traains in a criticcal point, the total amount of runtime m
margins from
the previouus stop to the next
n stop can bbe used in RC
CP. But if therre are other traains close to
the involveed trains, the total amount of the runtim
me margins are
a not possibble to use in
RCP. This is
i illustrated in
n Figure 6 andd Figure 7.
Critical point “M” is the location in the timetab
ble where fastt long-distancee train, 500,
he slower reggional train, 11006, in HM
M. One part inn RCP is the
is planned to overtake th
available ruuntime margin
n for train 5000 from the preevious planned
d stop, LU. Att that stretch
train 500 has
h the total amount
a
of runntime margin of 310 seconds. This meanns that train
500 could depart
d
up to 310 seconds latte from LU bu
ut still be on tiime at the crittical point in
HM. Howeever, this is no
ot operationallly possible sin
nce there is an
nother train ruunning close
after train 500. If train 500 is 310 seconds late at LU train 1204 will bbe disturbed.
Therefore thhe available amount
a
of runttime margin for
f train 500 has
h to be decreeased. When
departing from
fr
LU, train
n 500 can be aat most 9 seco
onds late with
hout disturbingg train 1204
somewheree on the line, therefore the available run
ntime margin for
f train 500 in RCP is 9
seconds.
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n 500 between
en
Figgure 6: The total amount oof runtime maargin for train
LU
U and HM (31
10 seconds)

Figgure 7: The available am
mount of runttime margin for train 5000
between LU and
d HM (9 seconnds)
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The same principle applies when calculating the available runtime margins for the
entering train after the critical point. If there are no other trains close after the entering
train, the available runtime margin corresponds to the total amount of runtime margin
until the next planned stop. If there is a train close after the entering train the available
runtime margin consists of the amount of margin until the next location where the entering
train has to be on time to not disturb the other train.

4

Experimental Benchmark Analysis

In order to analyse what type of information the previously proposed robustness measures
provide and their applicability, we have implemented a selection of the robustness
attributes and measures presented in previous research. We have also implemented our
proposed measure, RCP, to see the differences and compatibility between the measures.
4.1 Robustness Measures and Timetable Instance
We have selected seven robustness measures for the benchmark, which are listed and
described below:
1) Number of trains per section and hour, NoT
NoT gives a good picture of the traffic density, and helps in identifying bottlenecks.
The measure is also dependent of number of tracks at each section. When comparing
NoT for several sections, the number of available tracks at each sections must be
equal. Robustness attributes of this type are used by Salido et al. [13].
2) Total amount of runtime margins for every train, TAoRM
TAoRM is strongly connected to the capability to recover from delays. Robustness
measures of this type are used by Salido et al. [13].
3) Maximum runtime difference per partial stretches, MRD
MRD serves at capturing the heterogeneity in the traffic by comparing the runtime,
including margins and commercial stops, between the fastest and the slowest train. We
divide the line into partial stretches, , which are naturally bounded by the traffic
structure. There are too few trains that operate on the whole line and a one line section
gives a too short measuring distance; hence the partial stretches. This measure is
inspired by the work of Vromans et al. [18].
4) Sum of Shortest Headway Reciprocals, SSHR
SSHR captures both the heterogeneity and the size of the headways, and was
suggested by Vromans et al. [18], for further details see Section 2.2.
5) Weighted Average Distance, WAD
WAD is a measure for the distribution of the runtime margin, and has been used by
Kroon et al. [8] and Fischetti et al. [6], for further details see Section 2.2.
6) Percentage of headways equal to or less than the minimum value, PoH
PoH is a measure for the occurrence of planned short headway times. The measure is
inspired by the work of Carey [3] and Kroon et al. [9].
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CP
7) Robustness in Criticcal Points, RC
o critical poiints and the
RCP is our proposed measure, bbased on the occurrence of
n each point. T
The calculatio
on of the meassure consists oof two parts;
amount of margins in
c
points and calculatio
on of RCP.
identificcation of the critical
The above listed measurres were usedd on a real-w
world case whiich includes tthe southern
part of the Swedish Soutthern mainlinee, between Malmö
M
(M) and
d Alvesta (AV
V). This part
of the Soutthern mainlinee is nearly 2000 km long an
nd consists of double-track (close to M
there are foour tracks). Th
he line is onee of the most congested lin
nes in Swedenn where fast
long-distannce trains sharre the tracks with slower freight,
f
region
nal and comm
muter trains.
This heteroogeneous traffi
fic leads to diffficulties in th
he timetable co
onstruction phhase, as well
as in the operational
o
ph
hase. For our calculations,, we have chosen the morrning period
05.45–07.15, on the 8th September 20011. This is a typical Swed
dish autumn w
weekday and
in a time period
p
where we
w can follow
w one fast lon
ng-distance trrain, train 5000, the whole
way M–AV
V. The graphical timetable for the choseen line and tim
me period cann be seen in
Figure 8. Inn the figure allso the 14 ideentified criticaal points are illlustrated and enumerated
from A to N.
N

Figure 8: The
T graphical timetable from
m the Swedish Southern mainline,
m
betw
ween Alvesta
(AV) and Malmö
M
(M) in
ncluding the ccritical points. Critical poin
nts for south ggoing trains
are represennted by circless and for northh going trainss they are represented by diaamonds.
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A RailSys model (Bendfeldt et al. [2]), provided by the Swedish Transport Administration
was used to calculate the minimum headway at every section. One interesting observation
when comparing the RailSys data and the established timetable is that there are headways
in the timetable below the minimum headways given by RailSys. If the difference is small
it can be explained as marginal error of the calculation but if the difference is large it will
have an influence on the trains’ runtimes. The fact that the timetable headways sometimes
are smaller than the minimum value (the RailSys value) will influence some of the
robustness measures.
When calculating MRD we need to define some longer partial stretches of the line. We
have chosen the following four partial stretches which are naturally bounded by traffic
pattern:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Malmö (M) – Lund (LU)
Lund (LU) – Höör (HÖ)
Höör (HÖ) – Hässleholm (HM)
Hässleholm (HM) – Alvesta (AV)

4.2 Result from the Robustness Measure Calculation
The overall robustness measure, PoH, is 4 %, which means that there are several headway
values that have no or even a negative margin. If this is an acceptable value is hard to tell,
but the fact that negative headway values exist will result in operational disturbances for
the trains.
Table 2 presents the values for TAoRM and WAD. Some of the trains have no runtime
margins at all, which means that they have no possibilities to recover from delays at this
part of the Southern mainline. For those trains it is not possible to calculate WAD, and we
denote this by ‘-‘ in the corresponding entry. Many of the trains continue their journeys
outside of the studied time/space network, therefore TAoRM and WAD may be
misleading. But if we only consider this part of the Southern mainline it is reasonable that
trains that operate the same distance should have approximately the same amount of
margins. It is however hard to conclude if the timetable is robust or not only by looking at
the amount of margins and where they are allocated. The required amount of margins and
their allocation is highly correlated to the occurrence and magnitude of disturbances. In
the timetable construction phase the disturbance distribution is unknown and therefore
hard to include in the process.
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Table 2: The values of the robustness measures for the Swedish Southern mainline
example – TAoRM and WAD
TAoRM (seconds)
Train:
45517
45513
484
500
522
524
11004
11006
11008
11010
11012
11014
11015
11017
11019
11021
11023
11025
11029
1204
1205
1206
1207
1209
1254
11255
11308
11310

0
0
244
424
144
244
48
356
122
170
165
60
62
122
233
122
366
60
148
371
77
73
471
60
73
17
326
122

WAD
0.549180
0.372003
0.475198
0.440530
0.911765
0.479383
0.391032
0.320752
0.364577
0.125000
0.229839
0.275313
0.582082
0.275313
0.551698
0.078947
0.377764
0.707659
0.776696
0.149128
0.395406
0.375000
0.192990
0.655709
0.534893
0.391032

Train:
11312
11319
11321
11323
11325
11327
11333
1504
1505
1506
1507
1703
1705
1707
1712
1714
1716
6100
6160
7140
42734
44721
69472
69474
69501
86111
91016
91324

TAoRM (seconds)

WAD

122
122
338
182
60
6
60
154
309
324
199
110
110
110
50
110
110
38
103
25
193
675
90
90
119
21
2
59

0.391032
0.680328
0.596154
0.795410
0.187500
0.550000
0.375000
0.733333
0.428317
0.676852
0.561307
0.494652
0.494652
0.494652
0.892857
0.462567
0.462567
0.700000
0.512483
0.534483
0.500000
0.559722
0.375000
0.375000
0.625000
0.500000
0.850000
0.375000

In Table 3 we can see NoT between 06 and 07 in the morning and we can identify the
most utilised section as AL–MGB. However, at this particular line section there are four
tracks instead of two, henceforth the section is not that heavily utilised compared to the
other sections with two tracks. When looking at the solid double-track, (north of AL)
section ÅK–BLV is the most utilised section in terms of traffic volumes per track.
The largest SSHR value is on the other hand found in section LU–FLP, where the
traffic is dense with small headways. This indicates that the robustness should be
increased in section LU–FLP.
MRD shows much larger values for HM–HÖ and HÖ–LU, than the other partial
stretches. This has to do with southbound trains being overtaken at these stretches and
these trains have a much longer runtime than fast long-distance train with no stops. There
are no northbound trains that are being overtaken at these stretches which result in less
runtime differences. The large MRD values indicate that the robustness should be
increased for HM–HÖ and HÖ–LU.
Many of the critical points are located at section LU–FLP which also is indicated by
the SSHR measure. Consequently, both these measures point out LU-FLP as a section in
need of increased robustness.
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Table 3: The values of the robustness measures for the Swedish Southern mainline
example – NoT, SSHR, MRD and RCP
Section:
AV-BLD
BLD-VS
VS-ERA
ERA-DIÖ
DIÖ-ÄH
ÄH-TUN
TUN-O1
O1-O
O-HV
HV-MUD
MUD-HM2
HM2-HM
HM-MLB
MLB-TÖ
TÖ-HÖ
HÖ-SG
SG-E
E-DAT
DAT-Ö
Ö-STB
STB-THL
THL-LU
LU-FLP
FLP-HJP
HJP-ÅKN
ÅKN-ÅK
ÅK-BLV
BLV-AL
AL-MGB
MGB-M

NoT (6 a.m. - 7 a.m.)

SSHR

2
2
2
3
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
12
11
14
14
14
14
15
14
16
25
26
26
26
27
26
(31)
(27)

0.000896
0.000890
0.002038
0.002375
0.002842
0.022772
0.008213
0.007902
0.011069
0.013794
0.013898
0.013773
0.053911
0.046713
0.049377
0.056208
0.057451
0.058070
0.058427
0.068269
0.074221
0.075605
0.204270
0.187605
0.173962
0.172535
0.160587
0.159788
0.175271
0.127105

MRD (seconds)
Partial stretch:
HM-AV
HÖ-HM
LU-HÖ
M-LU
AV-HM
HM-HÖ
HÖ-LU
LU-M

150
346
614
240
1282
1153
240

RCP (seconds)
Critical point:
A
581
B
171
C
503
D
22
E
433
F
113
G
210
H
61
I
325
J
274
K
-8
L
724
M
140
N
-103

When calculating RCP, the available amount of runtime margins is in large extent
bounded by other traffic, as illustrated in Section 3.4.
The RCP values at the critical points “K” and “N” are negative. In these points the
headway is smaller than the minimum headway value, as provided by the RailSys model.
This means that the critical points themselves produce disturbances which have to be
taken care of by other margins.
The negative value at point K may be explained by as a rounding error, but at point
“N”, RCP is –103 seconds. It is of course impossible to run as close to the other train as
the timetable shows. In practice, the timetable should be interpreted so, that as soon as
train 11023 has passed ÄH, train 45513 can depart from the station. The small headway
also means that if train 11023 is just a little bit delayed, train 45513 should be prioritised
according to the Swedish train priority guide lines. In such case train 11023 will end up
after the slower freight train and get even more delayed.
The other critical points have a positive RCP value which means that there are some
margins in the points. Many of the RCP values are high and the train dispatcher has
several marginal minutes to use if disturbances occur.
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4.3 Discussion
In the example from the Swedish Southern mainline some of the previously proposed
measures can be used to identify trains with an insufficient amount of runtime margins, as
well as where along the line most of the margins are allocated. They can also indicate
sections that are more utilised than others and where an increased robustness could be
needed. It is, however, hard to draw conclusion of where margins should be inserted to
achieve a higher robustness from these measures. For example the largest values for
TAoRM, SSHR and MRD are found on section ÅK-BLV, LU-FLP and HM-HÖ. This
does not give a clear view of the problem since they indicate poor robustness at different
sections. Even if we, with the previous known measures, can get a picture of areas where
there is a lack of robustness we do not get any suggestions of which trains we should
modify to increase the robustness. With critical points we instead identify specific
locations in the network and the two trains involved that could be modified to achieve a
higher robustness.
To increase the robustness in the timetable with respect to the critical points, the first
step should be to increase RCP at point “K” and “N” where the value is negative. Then the
timetable in itself will be executable without constructing any delays. In a second step, it
is of course also recommendable to increase any low RCP value, for example at points
“D” and “H”. However, when increasing the RCP value, also other robustness measures
will be affected. When, for example, adding runtime margins before and/or after the
critical points, TAoRM will increase and the MRD and SSHR values will be affected in a
way that could decrease robustness at other sections.
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Conclusions and Future Research

This paper discusses several ways to deal with robust timetables for railway traffic. In the
timetable construction phase, it is difficult to predict how the traffic will react to
disturbances and how the delays may spread. To enable operative flexibility, however,
robustness issues must be considered already at this early planning stage. There is also a
need for indicators that point out where the weaknesses in the timetable are located and
where margins should be inserted to achieve a higher robustness.
Previously proposed measures can be used to, for example, identify trains with a small
amount of runtime margins or sections that are heavily utilised. They can, however, not
indicate exactly where along a train’s service, runtime margins should be inserted, or
which train slots that should be modified at a certain section to increase the robustness.
Our attention has been drawn to the points in timetables where trains are planned to
enter a line, or to overtake another train. We believe that these points are critical for the
robustness. The number of critical points, the location pattern and the RCP values
constitute a useful robustness measure, which can be applied both for a certain train slot
and a complete timetable. Critical points can easily be used in the timetabling process to
identify weaknesses in a timetable. The RCP measure provides the timetable constructors
with substantial suggestions for where improvements should be made and which service
to modify. However, when modifying a timetable to achieve higher RCP values, also
other robustness indicators may be affected. Therefore, the concept of critical points and
RCP can be seen as a contribution to the already defined robustness measures which
combined can be used as guidelines for timetable constructors.
Several aspects regarding the use of critical points and RCP should be further
analysed, among them is how overtaking possibilities near a critical point affect the
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corresponding RCP value. If there is a possibility for a delayed operating train to overtake
the entering train further down the line, the critical point apparently is less critical. Also
the runtime difference between the two trains involved in a critical point should have
some influence on how critical the point is considered to be.
The definition of critical points described in this paper is primarily targeting doubletrack lines. However, we believe that there are similar points in a timetable for singletrack lines that are extra sensitive for delays. How to define them is a part of future
research.
A possible way of analysing and using the proposed measure in a larger scale is to
apply it in an optimisation model to maximise the timetable robustness in critical points,
given the permitted adjustments. Such a model can be designed to, e.g., restrict the
magnitude of the critical points, maximise the margins in the most critical point, or
minimise the number of critical points in the timetable.
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